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Abstract

This thesis discusses how Bayesian networks can be used to improve data analyt-
ics in the field of environmental assessment and management. The data-analytic
challenge is that ecosystems are complex and potentially changing, while the
available data are relatively sparse both in terms of the number of observations
and in which ecosystem components they cover. This thesis takes steps towards
better analysis of these sparse data through combining pre-existing, uncertain
information such as modelling results and expert knowledge with modern, prob-
abilistic data analysis. A better understanding of ecosystems’ functioning and
change is essential in order to manage the protection and sustainable use of
ecosystems.

The thesis consists of five articles that focus on three aspects of ecosystem data
analytics: prediction of the value of an ecosystem status indicator based on other
observed variables, detection of systemic change in the ecosystem, and process-
ing and presenting ecosystem projections and the linked uncertainties for decision
making. For these purposes, the articles present a set of models for indicator pre-
diction based on other ecosystem variables, a series of dynamic Bayesian networks
for environmental change detection, and a Bayesian model emulator to bring to-
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gether a set of different ecosystem models, assess the related uncertainties, and
present their scenario simulation results in a unified framework.

Ecosystem indicators serve as simplified metrics indicating whether the specific
ecosystem component is in acceptable ecological status, or whether management
measures should be undertaken to improve it. However, the complexity of ecosys-
tem interactions means that it may be difficult to assess which factors contribute
to the good or poor state. This thesis explores how Bayesian network classifiers,
particularly tree-augmented Naïve Bayes, can help understand which environ-
mental factors affect the abundance of coastal fish. The approach allows maximal
use of the available heterogeneous and sparse data. This work explores different
discretizations of the class variable and discusses the implications of the differ-
ences between the resulting models and contributes to the still relatively quiet
discussion about discretization schemes. The features are discretized to minimise
information loss, and features for which no meaningful discretization is found are
discarded, therefore constituting feature selection. It was found that the method
can help find the relative importance of different features even with sparse data.

Detecting change in the ecological processes based on the sparse, often noisy
data is challenging. This thesis builds dynamic Bayesian network models to
detect change in the Central Baltic Sea ecosystem interactions, and explores the
effect of different model structures and hidden variable set-ups in detecting the
ecosystem change. It is shown that the hidden variables of the models are able
to identify ecosystem change, and that this result does not depend on the exact
model structure or hidden variable set-up.

Decision support models aim to integrate information regarding all of the inter-
linked aspects of the decision problem such as different parts of the ecosystems
as well as economic and societal considerations. To be useful, decision support
models need to be able to provide estimates of uncertainty of the different assess-
ments and projections. This thesis reviews various methods that have been or
could be applied to evaluate the uncertainty related to deterministic models’ out-
puts, and evaluates when these methods are appropriate and what must be taken
into account when applying them. Further, this thesis builds a large probabilis-
tic meta-model to demonstrate how a Bayesian network based decision support
model can be used to summarise a large body of research and model projections
about potential management alternatives and climate scenarios. The data stem
from multiple different models operating on different scales, and a crucial task
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is to fit these results together in a manner that is faithful to the original results
and maintains the consistency of the metamodel. The thesis evaluates critically
the different sources of uncertainty and their interpretation in the environmental
management context.

Bayesian networks are showing their strength for different tasks of environmental
data analytics. Elegant handling of missing data, explicit and rigorous handling
of uncertainty, and the possibility to use prior scientific knowledge and data
together in analyses in a transparent way are strong advantages for Bayesian
analysis for environmental data that often contain missing values and are scarce.
In addition to being flexible and, thus, able to integrate different types of informa-
tion and data, they are transparent, allowing critical assessment and discussion
of the models. This is important as environmental data analytics are often used
to support decision making on the use of ecosystems, affecting the lives of current
and future generations.

Computing Reviews (2012) Categories and Subject
Descriptors:

Applied computing → Physical sciences and engineering → Earth and
atmospheric sciences → Environmental sciences
Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence → Knowledge
representation and reasoning → Probabilistic reasoning

General Terms:
Bayesian network, Hidden variable, Environmental modelling

Additional Key Words and Phrases:
Dynamic Bayesian network, Decision support
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis falls into the category of data science, in the intersection of statistics,
computer science, and domain knowledge, in this case, environmental science.
Data science is, by nature, interdisciplinary, but environmental data science has
not been intensely developed so far (Blair et al. 2019). This thesis consists of five
articles that explore the use of Bayesian networks as a method to better under-
stand the marine ecosystem. The data-analytic challenge is that the systems are
complex and potentially changing, while the available data are relatively sparse.
This thesis takes steps towards better analysis of these sparse data through com-
bining pre-existing, uncertain information such as modelling results and expert
knowledge with modern, probabilistic data analysis.

1.1 Background and motivation

As the human footprint on the world increases, protection of ecosystems is cru-
cial for the continued existence and wellbeing of humanity. In order to protect
the ecosystems while still being able to enjoy the benefits they give us, such as
food, raw materials, and recreation, we need to understand their functioning.
Ecosystems are, however, complex systems that include a high number of poten-
tially interacting components such as habitats, species, and different age and size
groups behaving in different ways. Temporal and spatial scales that are relevant
for these components vary from days to decades and from centimetres to hun-
dreds of kilometres, and interactions between these components also take place
on multiple spatial and temporal scales. This complexity is a challenge to data
science (Blair et al. 2019).
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2 1 Introduction

Anthropogenic pressures drive ecosystems towards new states, such as dif-
ferent species abundances, distributions, and predation patterns (Nelson et al.
2006). This change may be driven by changes in biogeochemical factors such as
temperature, salinity, pH changes, or nutrient availability (Capuzzo et al. 2018;
Jüssi et al. 2008; Mäkinen et al. 2017; Suikkanen et al. 2013), changes in species
biomass due to fishing and hunting (Daskalov et al. 2007; Eero et al. 2011; Hard-
ing and Härkönen 1999), introductions of new species that may change the system
dynamics (David et al. 2017; Jormalainen et al. 2016; Katsanevakis et al. 2014;
Norkko et al. 2012), or any combination of these factors (Blenckner et al. 2015;
Griffith et al. 2011; Halpern et al. 2015; Möllmann et al. 2008). These changes
may be gradual (Duarte et al. 2009; Hillebrand et al. 2020) or relatively abrupt
(Alheit et al. 2005; Beaugrand 2004; Conversi et al. 2010), and they may be diffi-
cult to discern from the natural variability of the system. The possibility of these
changes adds a layer of challenge on top of the already challenging analysis of the
complex system, as they may hinder the knowledge discovery and generalisation
from past data (Sáez et al. 2015). The data analyst must be vigilant of potential
changes in the system dynamics while not overreacting to data variability and
outliers.

Environmental data comes from multiple sources, such as autonomous and
semi-autonomous measurement instruments, satellite images, and field sampling
campaigns, as well as citizen science observations, historical records, and e.g. so-
cial media data mining (e.g. Blair et al. 2019; Lehtiniemi et al. 2020; Mack et al.
2020). While modern technologies offer increasing opportunities for spatially and
temporally intensive monitoring (Mack et al. 2020), understanding many ecosys-
tem processes still requires data obtained through field sampling. In temperate
climates, the seasonal cycle has a strong effect on the functioning of the ecosys-
tems, imposing a yearly cycle of growth and reproduction on many species, and
making the year a natural time step for many ecological observations. This means
that even impressive long-term datasets may have only 30–50 observations, and
even with more frequent observations, the yearly cycle needs to be taken into
account when analysing the data.

Complications in the study of longitudinal data arise also from the fact that
the data collection process has only rarely stayed consistent across all variables
all through the time series, but there are changes in the timing, location, or gear
of the sampling, and not all variables are available all through the time series;
some perhaps only for one year or every 3rd, 5th, or 10th year. Observations
may be missing due to equipment failures, weather conditions, etc. There may be
differences in the timing, location, and accuracy of the data of different ecosys-
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tem components, making it challenging to combine them in data analysis in a
straightforward manner.

Therefore, even high-quality datasets may be small in terms of number of
observations, and the data may be sparse due to missing observations. Addition-
ally, any environmental monitoring process only includes a part of the ecosystem
components due to historical, economic, epistemic, and other reasons. For ex-
ample, in the central Baltic Sea, fish stock data exists for the key commercially
exploited species herring (Clupea harengus membras), sprat (Sprattus sprattus),
and cod (Gadus morhua), but a central species in the food web, the three-spined
stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus), remains largely unobserved. Therefore, the
sparseness of data is also of a conceptual nature: some variables that are known
or suspected to be important for the system are missing from the data altogether.
These features make ecological datasets challenging for many modern data analy-
sis methods such as many machine learning applications that are often relatively
data-hungry.

Ecological data are traditionally analysed through multivariate statistical
analyses and quantitative ecosystem models (Hilborn and Mangel 1997; Zuur
et al. 2007). Multivariate statistical analyses often require full datasets and
cannot cope with missing data, leading to the need to either impute the miss-
ing values and/or leave out variables with multiple missing values (James et al.
2013). Leaving out data that domain experts consider relevant, in a situation
where data are sparse, is regrettable. Imputation is often preferable, but not
without problems.

Ecosystem models are based on a conceptual model of interactions between
ecosystem elements and mathematical expressions that describe the relationships
between them (Jackson et al. 2000). These models are usually built and param-
eterized through a combination of theoretical considerations and data analysis.
Often the forms of the functions - i.e. whether the response is linear, sigmoid, or
something else - are decided based on theory and/or modelling restrictions, and
the parameters of the functions - i.e. the slope of the line etc. - are computed
from the data. These models, if suitably set up, can capture ecosystem parame-
ters such as relative biomasses, spatial distributions, consumption patterns, etc.
Using ecological knowledge to guide the data analysis by restricting the interac-
tions between the variables (as model structures customarily do) helps fight the
curse of dimensionality that might cripple a simple data-driven analysis.

When models are parameterised using data, it is usually assumed that the
underlying relationships between the ecosystem components, described as math-
ematical functions between model variables, are unchanging through the time
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series, i.e. arise from a stationary distribution (Gama et al. (2004) note the same
with machine learning models). These functions are estimated using the whole
time series, assuming that all the data points are samples from the same func-
tion. This assumption might be untrue, as ecosystems are known to sometimes
undergo fast structural changes that have a major effect on the ecosystem dy-
namics (Alheit et al. 2005; Beaugrand 2004; Conversi et al. 2010), and pressures
such as climate change, introductions of alien species, and exploitation and land
use changes may also change the shape of the ecological interactions (Bulleri et
al. 2020). From the modelling and data analysis perspective, these changes pose
a challenge, since the same functional forms may not describe the relationships
between the variables before and after the change (Blenckner et al. 2015).

Ecological models are often fraught with uncertainty stemming from both
epistemic (lack of knowledge) and aleatory (natural variation and randomness)
sources (Regan et al. 2002), whether this uncertainty is included into the model
or not. Assessment of uncertainty is crucial for any management problem that
requires balancing of different goals, such as nature conservation versus serving
the needs of humanity. Therefore, a methodology that provides uncertainty es-
timates is needed. Bayesian methods, which are capable of providing estimates
of uncertainty and incorporating both aleatory and, to some degree, epistemic
uncertainty, are increasing their popularity in ecology (Anderson et al. 2021).
The parameter estimates of Bayesian models are probability distributions, allow-
ing not only the comparison of the expected (mean), "average" (median) or most
likely (mode) values, but also for example the probability that the value is smaller
or larger than some critical value. As an example, a fisheries manager choosing
the best fishing strategy is interested in the expected catches, but also wants to
avoid population collapse, i.e. minimise the probability that the population size
will shrink below a threshold value. These estimates can be obtained directly
from Bayesian model results, making these models particularly useful for aiding
practical ecosystem management decisions.

Identifying changes in ecosystem interactions is a major challenge even for
large data sets, as the natural variation in many observed variables is often high,
making it difficult to separate signal from noise (Fulton et al. 2003). Further, it is
possible that the changes are driven by variables that are not being observed and
therefore are missing from the data. Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN) (Dean
and Kanazawa 1989; Kjærulff 1992; Murphy 2002; Nicholson 1992), including
those with hidden (latent) variables, avoid the implicit assumption of system
stability, and explicitly capture the systemic change of the modelled systems
(Tucker and Liu 2004). Hidden variables in these models represent quantities of
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interest that cannot be observed directly, or are unobserved for some reason. In
a dynamic model, hidden variables enable modelling of non-stationary dynamics,
and the detection of changes in the functional forms of the model. However,
this possibility is only emerging in ecological analyses (Trifonova et al. 2019; Tri-
fonova et al. 2015; Trifonova et al. 2017; Trifonova et al. 2021, this thesis). The
methodology enables the detection of ecosystem changes even when there are no
data on the components causing the change, such as new species invasions, as
the latent variables can be set up to detect changes in different parts of the sys-
tem. Furthermore, Bayesian methods are perceived as highly useful in ecological
research due to their ability to rigorously integrate prior knowledge with data,
reflected in the recent strong rise of Bayesian methods in ecology (Anderson et al.
2021).

The combination of modern data analytics and knowledge accumulated
through decades of research offers a promising avenue to analyse complex ecosys-
tem processes through the small and sparse data sets that are available. While
BNs are increasingly applied to ecological studies, DBNs particularly are rela-
tively few (Chee et al. 2016; Rachid et al. 2021), and these applications only
rarely include hidden variables. Therefore, their capabilities and limits to help
understand ecological change are still underexplored (however, see e.g. Harwood
2020; Jiang et al. 2021; Wu et al. 2018) and poorly understood.

1.2 Thesis contributions

This thesis contributes to the field of environmental data science by exploring
opportunities and limitations on Bayesian networks in environmental modelling
and prediction tasks.

Paper I explores Bayesian network classifiers, particularly the use of tree-
augmented Naïve Bayes, in understanding which environmental factors affect the
abundance of coastal fish. This approach allows maximal use of the heterogeneous
and sparse data that were available. The paper explores different discretizations
of the class variable and discusses the implications of the differences between
the resulting models and contributes to the still relatively quiet discussion about
discretization schemes. The features are discretized to minimise information
loss, and features for which no meaningful discretization is found are discarded,
thereby constituting feature selection. It was found that the method can help
find the relative importance of different features even with sparse data.
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Paper II builds dynamic Bayesian network models to detect change in the
Central Baltic Sea ecosystem interactions, and explores the effect of different
hidden variable set-ups in detecting the ecosystem change. Change detection
is difficult as the data are sparse both in terms of ecosystem components and
spatial and temporal resolution, and there is noise in the data. It is shown that
the hidden variables of the models are able to identify ecosystem change, and
that this result does not depend on the exact hidden variable set-up.

Paper III expands the analyses of Paper II and builds and evaluates ad-
ditional models to evaluate the effect of the model structure for the detection
of ecosystem change. Paper III evaluates the effect of the amount of data and
the model structure on the predictive accuracy of the models through using only
parts of the data and evaluating the prediction results. Fully Bayesian and Max-
imum likelihood estimations were compared for the different models. More data
improves the predictions, while the different setups of hidden variables did not
make a critical difference.

Paper IV addresses the problem that while environmental management
needs uncertainty estimates and probabilistic assessments, many ecological mod-
els are not able to provide them. Decision support models, aiming to integrate
information regarding all of the interlinked aspects of the decision problem, need
to be able to provide uncertainty estimates. Paper IV reviews various methods
that have been or could be applied to evaluate the uncertainty related to de-
terministic models’ outputs, and evaluates when these methods are appropriate
and what must be taken into account when applying them. A combination of
domain-related considerations and aspects related to the source models and their
data are central in this consideration.

Paper V builds a large probabilistic meta-model based on different modelling
results to demonstrate how a Bayesian network based decision support model
can be used to summarise a large body of research and model projections about
potential management alternatives and climate scenarios. As the data stem from
multiple different models operating on different scales, a crucial task is to fit
these results together in a manner that is faithful to the original results and
maintains the consistency of the metamodel. Paper V evaluates critically the
different sources of uncertainty and their interpretation in the environmental
management context.

The rest of this summary is organised as follows: Chapter 2 gives background
to Bayesian networks in general and particularly in relation to this work. Chapter
3 discusses the process of building Bayesian networks and situates the models of
this thesis in that process. Chapter 4 discusses probabilistic prediction of indica-
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tor value (topic of Paper I), Chapter 5 discusses dynamic Bayesian network (topic
of Papers II and III), and Chapter 6 discusses environmental decision support
through BNs (topic of Papers IV and V). Chapter 7 draws final conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Overview of Bayesian networks

This chapter gives an overview of Bayesian networks both generally and par-
ticularly in relation to the papers that form this thesis. Key references in this
section include textbooks by Jensen (2001), Korb and Nicholson (2011) and Mur-
phy (2012).

2.1 Basics of Bayesian networks

Bayesian networks (BN) are a type of graphical models that efficiently encode the
joint probability distribution over a domain. They are fully probabilistic models
that consist of a qualitative part, the model structure, and a quantitative part,
the quantitative connections between the variables (Pearl 1986). The qualitative
part is a directed acyclic graph (dag), i.e. the dependencies between the variables
are encoded through directed arcs (Figure 2.1).

The absence of an arc implies the lack of direct connection, however, the
variables can be informative about each other through the other variables in the
network. The arcs may not form a directed loop, i.e. such structures are not
allowed where you would return to the starting node by following the arcs in
their direction. If there is an arc pointing from node (variable) A to node B, A
is called the parent of B, and B the child of A; similarly, children of children
are sometimes called descendants. There are no theoretical restrictions regarding
the number of parents or children a variable can have.

The quantitative part is encoded as conditional probability distributions of
the variables, given their parent variables. If the variable has no parents, it has
a single marginal probability distribution. The probability distributions of BNs

9
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A C

B D

E

Figure 2.1: A simple Bayesian network. A and C are both parents of D;
E is a descendant of all of the other variables.

can be either continuous or discrete. However, solving the networks, computing
the posterior distributions given some evidence, requires different algorithms de-
pending on whether the distributions are continuous or discrete. The state of
the art of solving continuous-distribution models (e.g. Lye et al. 2022; Margos-
sian et al. 2020) is to run Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations and sample
the Markov chains for approximations of the posterior distribution (Gilks et al.
1995); discrete models can be solved analytically using Bayes rule (Equation 2.1):

P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B) (2.1)

where
A, B = events,
P (A), P (B) = probabilities of events A and B,
P (A|B) = probability of A given that B is true,
P (B|A) = probability of B given that A is true.

The Bayes rule can also be used to calculate marginal distributions, i.e.
the probability distributions of variables without a reference to other variables.
Marginal distribution is the distribution of the variable, when everything that is
known of the other parts of the model is taken into account.

In the example of Figure 2.2, the probability table of the Rain variable already
gives the marginal distribution, P (Y es) = 0.2, P (No) = 0.8. However, to get
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Rain in the
morning

Yes

No

0.2

0.8

Jack takes 
umbrella?

Rain in the
morning?

Yes
Yes

No

No

0.99

0.01

0.8

0.2

Jack takes
umbrella

Figure 2.2: A simple example of conditional probability distribution. The vari-
able "Jack takes an umbrella" is conditionally dependent on the variable "Rain
in the morning", meaning that its probability distribution varies as a function of
the Rain variable.

the marginal distribution of the Umbrella variable, we need to marginalise the
Rain variable out by summing over the conditional probabilities of each state
multiplied by the probabilities of the conditions:

P (Umbrella = Y es) = P (Umbrella = Y es|Rain = Y es) ∗ P (Rain = Y es)+
P (Umbrella = Y es|Rain = No) ∗ P (Rain = No)

= 0.99 ∗ 0.2 + 0.8 ∗ 0.8 = 0.838

P (Umbrella = No) = P (Umbrella = No|Rain = Y es) ∗ P (Rain = Y es)+
P (Umbrella = No|Rain = No) ∗ P (Rain = No)

= 0.01 ∗ 0.2 + 0.2 ∗ 0.8 = 0.162

The joint distribution of the variables in the model is represented in a factor-
ized form as (Scutari and Strimmer 2011):

P (X) =
n∏

i=1
P (Xi|parents(Xi)), for discrete variables, (2.2)

f(X) =
n∏

i=1
f(Xi|parents(Xi)), for continuous variables. (2.3)
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For the example of Figure 2.2, this would be

P (Rain, Umbrella) = P (Rain)P (Umbrella|Rain)

and for the model in Figure 2.1

P (A, B, C, D, E) = P (A)P (C)P (B|A)P (D|A, C)P (E|B, D)

Bayesian networks can be used for encoding expert understanding over a do-
main (Pearl 1986; Uusitalo et al. 2005), encoding high-dimensional data into a
more compact form (Barber 2012), as well as combining pre-existing knowledge
(such as expert knowledge) and new data in a mathematically transparent way
(Korb and Nicholson 2011). Bayesian networks are not, by definition, causal mod-
els; they quite simply encode the joint probability distribution over the problem
domain. However, if the BN model structure is built to reflect the causalities in
the modelled domain, this has some benefits, leading many authors such as Korb
and Nicholson (2011) to strongly favour the causal interpretation of the models.
It can also be shown that among Markov-equivalent models, i.e. those that en-
code the probability distribution similarly, the causal model is the simplest, i.e.
the one including the least arcs (Korb and Nicholson 2011).

The model structure defines which variables can interact with each other in
the network, given different observations (evidence). The parents, children, and
the children’s other parents of variable A form the so-called Markov’s blanket of
variable A; if the states of all of these variables are known without uncertainty,
no changes elsewhere in the model can give any further information about the
state of variable A (and vice versa; any improved information about variable A’s
status will not update the information about any of the other variables in the
model). The circumstances under which information about variable X can affect
the state of variable Y can be inferred through d-separation (directed separa-
tion) properties of the model structure. Therefore, the model structure plays
an important role in the model inference, and the modeller needs to check care-
fully that the d-separation properties of the model make sense in the substance
interpretation of the model.

D-separation can be analysed through understanding the three possible types
of connections between three variables: serial, diverging, and converging (Fig-
ure 2.3, Jensen 2001). Serial connection (Figure 2.3a), is straightforward: if the
value of A is updated, this will update the distribution of B, which, in turn, will
update the distribution of C. Similarly, new information on C will update the
distribution of B, and that, again, the distribution of A (following Bayes rule,
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Figure 2.3: Serial, diverging, and converging connection types.

Equation 2.1). However, if the value of B is known exactly (it is instantiated),
any updated information about A will not change it. Therefore, as B does not
change, the distribution of C will not change either. In this case, A and C are
d-separated given B.

In a diverging connection (Figure 2.3b), information flows through the par-
ent variable (B) between the children (A and C), if the parent variable is not
instantiated. However, if the parent variable is instantiated, this blocks the in-
formation flow between the children. In a diverging connection, the children are
d-separated given the parent.

In a converging connection (Figure 2.3c), if there is no information about
the common child B, the parents are d-separated; updated knowledge about
one parent does not give any additional information about the other parents.
However, if we get updated information about the connection node B, this opens
the communication channel between the parents. The channel is opened both if
B is instantiated, or if its distribution is updated because one of its descendants is
instantiated and its distribution is therefore updated. This is easiest understood
intuitively if the BN is viewed as describing causal connections. The opening
of the link is called the explaining away effect if: we have information about a
consequence, it might just as well be caused by any of the alternative causes
(whose probability distributions will be updated accordingly). However, if we
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know that one of the causes has taken place, the probabilities of the other reasons
will decrease; or if we get information that one of the causes has not happened,
this will increase the probability of the other causes. However, if we do not have
any information about the common consequence (or its consequences), there is
no reason that information about the occurrence of one parent variable should
affect the probabilities of the others.

Note that blocking the information flow, in the case of serial and diverging
connection, requires that the value of variable B is known without uncertainty
(sometimes called hard evidence); however, just updating the probability of vari-
able B (sometimes called soft evidence) is enough to open the communication
channel in converging connection (Jensen 2001).

2.2 Learning Bayesian networks

Machine learning with BNs includes both structure learning and parameter learn-
ing from data. Both of these problem domains are NP hard, and practical al-
gorithms include approximations and assumptions. For the structural learning
problem, multiple algorithms exist with somewhat different starting points. The
number of dags increases exponentially as the number of variables increases,
making the evaluation of all possible dags an intractable problem. Some of the
algorithms, therefore, base the structure search on the evaluation of statistical
correlations between the variables, while others rely on user supervision to restrict
the search space. For parameter learning, the iterative expectation-maximisation
(EM) algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977; Lauritzen 1995) is the industry standard
(Algorithm 1) when there are missing data. The algorithm iterates the expec-
tation E-step and the maximisation M-step: starting from some initial values
for the parameters, the E-step computes the probability distribution or expected
sufficient statistics (i.e. the figures needed to describe the distributions) for a
complete data, taking into account the parameter values and the observed data.
M-step uses these values to compute new parameter values, maximising the log-
likelihood of the parameters using either maximum likelihood or maximum a pos-
teriori probability (Barber 2012; Kjaerulff and Madsen 2008; Korb and Nicholson
2011). These steps are iterated until a stopping criterion is satisfied, e .g. until
the difference between consecutive log-likelihoods is small enough.

However, the expectation step is usually implemented by computing a suffi-
cient statistic for the missing data e∗ instead of the full probability distribution
(Korb and Nicholson 2011). In that case, Step 1 of Algorithm 1 becomes compu-
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Algorithm 1 The EM algorithm’s general form (Korb and Nicholson 2011).
0: Initialization step: Set θ̂ to an arbitrary, legal value. Select the desired
precision ε of θ̂. Set value θ̂′ to an illegally large value.
while |θ̂′ − θ̂| > ε: do

θ̂ ← θ̂′, (except on first iteration)
1: Expectation step:

Compute the probability distribution over missing values

P (e∗|e, θ̂) = P (e|e∗, θ̂)P (e∗|θ̂)∑
e∗

P (e|e∗, θ̂)P (e∗|θ̂)

2: Maximisation step:
Compute the new ML or MAP estimate θ̂′ given P (e∗|e, θ̂)

end while

tation of the expected counts of joint instantiations of Xi and Parents(Xi) for
all variables Xi and their states. In Step 2, the new ML or MAP estimate of the
parameters is computed.

The EM algorithm can deal with missing data and usually converges quickly,
but can get stuck to local maxima (Barber 2012). Variants of the EM algorithm
include penalised EM algorithms for combining expert knowledge with data in
the parameter estimation (Kjaerulff and Madsen 2008) and extensions to increase
the efficiency of the algorithm through simplifying assumptions (Barber 2012).

Bayesian networks can also be constructed based on expert knowledge only,
in a process called expert elicitation. This is useful particularly if data are sparse
or extensive knowledge on the research topic exists beyond the available data set,
for example if ecological interactions can be generalized from studies from other
scales or areas. While expert elicitation of both model structure and parameters
is a common practise in environmental modelling (Barton et al. 2012; Chen
and Pollino 2012; Kuikka and Varis 1997; Uusitalo et al. 2005), there is little
literature on best practises of structure elicitation. Kjaerulff and Madsen (2008)
propose identifying the set of relevant variables and their types, then proceeding
to find the causal ordering of these variables. However Korb and Nicholson
(2011) note that deciding on the model structure is always a tradeoff between
model fidelity (often increasing arcs and nodes) and the ease of building and
using the model. They note that causation is an important starting point for the
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structure building, as causal models are simpler and more compact. They also
propose asking direct questions about causation, prevention and interference to
determine the d-separation structures of the model. Boneh et al. (2006) present a
visual model that helps experts evaluate whether their model structure represents
their knowledge correctly.

Chen and Pollino (2012) propose starting the model building with a concep-
tual model which can then be modified to fit the purpose of the modelling. They
also note that all included variables must be relevant in the scale of the model
and affect of be affected by the interest variable, and that attention should be
paid to how the length of the impact path in the model may affect the sensitivity
of the output to the inputs.

More literature exists on expert elicitation of parameters (conditional proba-
bilities), discussing different methods for eliciting probabilistic assessments, both
individually and in groups (Hanea et al. 2018; Hanea et al. 2017; Hemming et
al. 2018; Morgan and Henrion 1990; O’Hagan et al. 2006). The methods aim
to arrive at an unbiased estimate of the expert’s subjective probabilities, or the
expert group’s joint or averaged probabilities.

2.3 Hidden variables and dynamic BNs

The EM algorithm can perform its task even if some variables are not observed
at all, i.e. variables that may be important for the model structure but for which
there are no observations. Such variables are called hidden or latent variables.
If there is a hypothesis about which real-life, unobserved variable or process the
hidden variable stands in for, the hidden variable can be linked to the relevant
observed variables (Barber 2012; Trifonova et al. 2015), or, to ensure that they
are relevant and not redundant, we can set them as parents to all of the observed
variables (Friedman 1997). This allows us to see whether they pick up patterns in
temporal data (Trifonova et al. 2015; Trifonova et al. 2021). Inclusion of hidden
variables may allow building models that are closer to the "true" natural pro-
cess e.g. through making the d-separation properties of the model more realistic
(Kwoh and Gillies 1996; Pearl 2000). Hidden variables can also serve to simplify
the model e.g. through introducing a measurement error factor that will natu-
rally account for outliers, thus simplifying the relationship between the observed
variables (Murphy 2002).

A famous example of hidden variables are the hidden Markov models (HMM,
Figure 2.4) which assume that there is an unobserved (hidden) Markov process,
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Obs1 Obs2 Obs3

hv3hv2hv1

Figure 2.4: Hidden Markov model rolled out for three time slices. The dashed hv
variables represent the hidden Markov process; the Obs variables with the solid
border are the observed variables.

and on each step, we can observe a variable that depends on the value of the
hidden variable at that time step. The simplest first-order HMM needs just
two conditional probability tables (CPT): the transition probability between the
states of the hidden variable (the Markov process) and the conditional probability
of the observed variable given the value of the hidden variable.

Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN) are BNs that are rolled out to represent
multiple time slices of the same system, with autocorrelative and/or other links
between the time slices (Figure 2.5). Their parameters may also be learnt from
data so that they can be used to predict e.g. missing data on some time slices or
the future. A combination of expert judgement based model structure and data-
based parameters (with or without expert judgement based priors) allows the
use of expert knowledge along with data in the analyses. This approach enables
drawing from the vast body of experimental and theoretical work on ecological
interactions, while allowing the local data to dictate the specifics of the model
and adapt to the local, specific conditions. The model variables are the species
abundances and environmental variables such as temperature, and the arcs in
the models represent assumed causal connections, such as predation, between
the variables.

For DBNs, the joint probability becomes

P (Xt|Xt−1) =
n∏

i=1
P (Xt

i |Parents(Xt
i ))) (2.4)

where Parents(Xt
i ) can be in the current or one of the previous time slices. For

example, in Figure 2.5, Parents(B2) are B1 and A2.
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Figure 2.5: A simple DBN model rolled out for three time steps.

Dynamic Bayesian networks with hidden variables can be thought of as ex-
tensions of HMM and Kalman Filter models (KFM) (Murphy 2002). They are
discrete-time state-space models with the possibility of having both continuous
and discrete variables. Unlike an HMM, DBN can present the state space in
a factored form, using multiple variables, instead of a single random variable,
and unlike KFM, they can represent arbitrary probability distribution shapes.
In other words, DBNs relate variables to each other over time steps, usually by
developing a model for one time slice that includes all the relevant variables, and
then defining the transition probabilities between consecutive time steps much
like in HMM models. However, in DBNs there can be multiple, and more com-
plex, links also across time steps.

In ecological modelling, DBNs are particularly useful because they provide an
escape from a major restriction in stationary BNs, namely their lack of ability to
include direct feedback loops due to the acyclicity requirement (Uusitalo 2007).
Many ecological processes, e.g. population dynamics of plants and animals, in-
clude temporal dynamics that would, in stationary models, emerge as directed
cycles. Dynamic models allow more realistic modelling of these processes.

When the hidden variable, which has no data, is linked to a model that is
taught with data, the hidden variable value accommodates to the observed data
in the model. If it were linked to only one variable of the model, which had also
other parents, the hidden variable would be parameterized to fit to the variability
or noise in the CPT. If the hidden variable is set as a parent to all or a selected
set of the variables in the model, it would also try to explain the residual in all
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of the CPTs. This means that we would expect random variation, "white noise",
in the value of the hidden variable. However, if there is a simultaneous shift in
multiple parameters of the model, this will be reflected in the hidden variable as
an observable change beyond the error margins.

This behaviour of the hidden variable means that we can fit the model with
the observed data, and detect possible changes in the ecological interactions in
time through the hidden variable. Multiple hidden variables can be set up to
observe different parts of the model to pinpoint the changes more accurately.

Dynamic Bayesian networks with hidden variables have been proposed as a
potential method for early detection of structural changes in the ecosystem. Tri-
fonova et al. (2015) fitted different models to the food web data of the North
Sea and concluded that DBNs with hidden variables were able to reflect the
food web dynamics, while the hidden variables captured the ecosystem dynam-
ics. These models include hidden (latent) variables that enable modelling of
unobserved variables, as well as non-stationary dynamics (Ceccon et al. 2011;
Robinson and Hartemink 2009; Tucker and Liu 2004), which will allow the de-
tection of previously unseen events and changes in the underlying relationships.
While these approaches have been used in data-rich fields such as medicine and
finance (Chandola et al. 2009), they are novel in ecological analyses.

2.4 Decision networks

Bayesian networks can be used to aid decision-making in situations involving
uncertainty and different decision alternatives through augmenting the BN with
an explicit representation of decisions and utilities (Howard 1965; Howard and
Matheson 1981; Jensen 2001; Kjaerulff and Madsen 2008; Korb and Nicholson
2011; Madsen et al. 2005). These models are called influence diagrams or decision
networks. They make it possible to determine the expected utility related to each
decision option, and in consequence, to determine the optimal set of decisions to
maximise the expected utility.

Decision variables encode the set of decision options available to or considered
by the decision-maker. They are not stochastic, but the decision-maker has full
control over which decision will be taken. Therefore, it is not usually relevant to
define a probability distribution over the decisions or to evaluate the model under
the assumption that any of the decisions can be taken under certain probabilities.
The decision options also do not need to cover all possible decisions that could be
taken (for example, all possible levels of nutrient load reduction or fishing effort),
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only those that are considered in the modelled case. Because of this, decision
variables are also useful in encoding scenarios, for example, different climate
change projections or societal pathways. Use of decision variables in these cases
implies that the variable does not exhaustively cover all possible states of the
variable, and that the model results should not be averaged over them.

Utility nodes include a function that maps the values of their parent nodes
to a real value that can be either positive or negative. Negative values usually
denote incurred costs or undesirable states of the parent variable (for example,
the extinction of a species could be linked to a high negative utility), while
positive values denote desirable states (profits, improved environmental status,
etc.). The expected utilities of the decision alternatives can be computed, given
any available evidence, based on the probability of all possible outcomes given the
actions and evidence. Kaikkonen et al. (2020) note that sometimes the highest
expected utility is associated with the highest uncertainty regarding the outcome,
or high probability of failing to meet management objectives. This, however, can
be argued to be a failure on the model specification part, as the failure to meet
objectives could be penalized using the utility functions.

2.5 Spatial and spatiotemporal BNs

Spatially explicit BNs are highly useful in ecological and socio-ecological research
when the aim is to understand spatial changes or spatially varying ecological risks.
While spatial BNs are not the topic of this thesis, they are covered here briefly
for completeness. The references in this sub-chapter are not exhaustive, but only
examples of relevant work.

A common approach is to combine BNs with ecological or both ecological
an societal data from a spatial grid to analyze each grid cell separately (Balbi
et al. 2016; Grêt-Regamey and Straub 2006; Guo et al. 2020; Ropero et al. 2018;
Sahin et al. 2019; Stelzenmüller et al. 2010). Das et al. (2017) used spatial and
temporal information in meteorological predictions by computing spatial and
temporal weights for each location and year in respect to the predicted year to
be used in their BN model.

Some authors also combine spatial and dynamic Bayesian modelling. Tri-
fonova et al. (2015) created a dynamic BN model with hidden variables that
also explicitly includes ecological interactions between the modelled areas. Chee
et al. (2016) extend dynamic BNs to spatial domain through using GIS data
and explicitly modelling spatial processes. Stritih et al. (2020) presented a sys-
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tem based on geospatial grid data that accounts for spatial interactions such as
neighborhood effects, and which can be run iteratively over multiple time steps.

2.6 When to use BNs?
In general, BNs are the most useful in machine learning when:

• The probability distribution of the prediction is required.

• There is background information such as domain knowledge and theory
that the modellers want to incorporate into the analysis.

• There is a need to be able to analyse the solution, i.e. a black box solution
is not desirable.

• There is a need to evaluate the whole system, not only one response variable
given a number of features.

They may not be the best machine learning solution if the problem is essen-
tially to predict the outcome (without its uncertainty) based on data; in that
case a standard ML solution such as an artificial neural network, random forest,
support vector machine etc. may be simpler to construct and serve equally well
or better.

Bayesian networks have been used to aid environmental management (Aguil-
era et al. 2011; Barton et al. 2012; Kaikkonen et al. 2020). Their strengths include
their transparency, i.e. the fact that the graphical causal models are relatively
easy to grasp intuitively, their flexibility in incorporating different types of data,
and the explicit treatment of uncertainty that may be crucial in decision making.
Models that aim to aid decision making by evaluating the current status of the en-
vironment and outlining the probable outcomes of different management options
are sometimes called decision support tools or decision support systems (Beest
et al. 2020). It is possible to augment BNs with decision variables which outline
the possible decision options or considered scenarios, and utility variables that
include information of the utility, i.e. the benefit or harm, associated with the
potential states of nature (Madsen et al. 2005). For example, the utility functions
of a decision support tool dealing with alternative fisheries management models
could be linked to the fish catches, the ecological status of the fish stock, and the
costs and perceived fairness of the different management options. This makes it
possible to compare the management options quantitatively through the utility
associated with each decision option.
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Chapter 3

Building the Bayesian networks in
this thesis

The key stages of building a Bayesian network model are (Korb and Nicholson
2011):

1. Identifying the variables and their possible values / states.

2. Finding the graph structure.

3. Finding the parameters (i.e. probabilities).
Additional steps when creating a decision support model are:

4. Identifying the available decisions and their effects.

5. Identifying the utility nodes and their dependencies.

6. Finding the utilities.

The authors note that expert elicitation is a central tool for all of these steps.
In this thesis, Steps 1–3 are taken in all the created models, and Steps 4–6 in
the model of Paper V. In this chapter, I discuss how these steps were carried out
in the models of this thesis. Korb and Nicholson (2011) emphasize that these
steps are usually not taken once and in this order, but BN models are rather built
iteratively and incrementally. Also the models in this paper were built iteratively
to some degree: Especially in the models of Papers II, III, and V, the variable
selection and graph structure finding was a simultaneous process in which the
models’ scopes were discussed and the model structure and variable selection were

23
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somewhat entangled. In the case of model of Paper V, the discussions regarding
the utilities were in focus since the beginning, and this shaped the process of
building the entire model.

3.1 Identifying the variables

Feature/variable selection is an essential step before or during building the model
structure. Chen and Pollino (2012) stipulate that all variables in the model, with
the exception of latent variables, should either affect or be affected by the final
outcome variable(s), and should be either manageable, observable, or predictable,
as well as relevant at the scale of the model (Borsuk et al. 2004). They encourage
making the model as simple as possible, pointing out that variables that are left
out contribute to the model error or variance unexplained by the model, and are
included into the probability distributions of the included variables, and hence
not completely ignored.

Feature selection in this thesis is largely guided by the availability of data, as
well as the substance experts’ ecological understanding. In Paper V, the features
that were selected into the model were the ones that are societally interesting
and subjects of environmental management.

In Paper I, additional feature selection is a byproduct of the discretization
based on the minimum description length principle (Fayyad and Irani 1993), and
so happening in parallel with finding the values of the variables. This discretiza-
tion algorithm finds break points that minimise the entropy of the feature given
the class, maximising the predictive power. In Paper I, the candidate feature
was excluded from the model if the discretization resulted in zero cut-points,
as this implies that there was no discretization that would have reduced the en-
tropy, meaning that the mutual information of the feature and class was very low.
Therefore, the feature is not a useful predictor for the class. The discretization
is further discussed in the next sub-chapter.

3.2 Identifying and discretizing the variable values

Most ecological measurement data are continuous by nature, but discretization
can bring benefits such as easier understandability and interpretability of the
models and more accurate learning (Liu et al. 2002). Whether it is better to dis-
cretize the data or to create a BN with continuous variables depends on the type
of data as well as the assumed interactions between the variables. Discretization
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of data allows for complex conditional probability tables that do not need to
follow any parametric distribution. This allows for large flexibility in describ-
ing the system interactions, such as complex nonlinear dependencies between
the variables. These are often called "nonparametric" models because statisti-
cal distributions’ parameters do not restrict the interactions, but in reality the
models naturally have a large number of parameters to capture the CPTs of the
multinomial distributions, and therefore require large amounts of data to esti-
mate them. In this thesis these are called unrestricted distributions. This may
become a problem if the model is based on relatively small data. In this thesis,
Paper I solves this problem by reducing the parameter space through fitting tree-
augmented Naïve Bayes (TAN) models, and Paper V by using simulated data
sets that are much larger than any data that could be gathered from nature.

Nojavan et al. (2017) note that discretization of continuous variables affects
the modelling results, and the consequences of discretization to the inference have
not been properly discussed. Therefore, they recommend avoiding discretization
if possible. In Paper I we too note that the discretization scheme may have a
strong effect on the results, but argue that in contrast to seeing the different
results under different discretization schemes as a weakness, it should rather be
seen as an informative result and insight into understanding the data better. In
a world of nonlinear responses, so often the case in ecological data (e.g. Hsieh
et al. 2008), data analysis must be sensitive to different thresholds and also to
the possibility of different factors being important at different ranges of the re-
sponse. For example, there may be a certain environmental factor that strongly
prevents or encourages extremely high values of the class variable from occur-
ring, but otherwise doesn’t correlate with the class. This type of cases can be
detected effectively using the scheme proposed in Paper I, given that the class
discretization is selected suitably to follow domain specific, e.g. ecological or
judicial, considerations.

Chen et al. (2017) discuss different data discretization approaches proposed
for BNs. They note that methods such as equal interval based on the marginal
distribution of the variable lead to suboptimal performance. They propose a
new Bayesian discretization method that takes into account the network struc-
ture. This is a very promising development for data analysis through Bayesian
networks. Ropero et al. (2018) propose the Chi-Merge discretization method for
environmental data based on a case study with a binary class variable prediction.
However, the modeller must be sensitive to the tradeoff of understandability and
model performance - if the model is to be used by or analysed with stakeholders,
discretization breakpoints that are easily understandable, such as equal intervals,
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may be preferable to the computationally more optimal, but less transparent dis-
cretizations.

If the data are to be discretized, the modeller must choose between algo-
rithmic solutions (Liu et al. 2002) and expert-judgement-based discretization.
Which one of these is preferable depends on the aims of the modelling exercise.
If the aim is to predict the value of the interest variable as accurately as possible,
algorithm-based discretization that maximises the predictive power of the model
is preferable (Paper I). However, if the aim is for the model to be understandable
by stakeholders such as decision-makers, binning that is intuitive to humans, such
as equal-width discretization (Paper V) is preferable.

Data in Paper I are discretized using an algorithm based on minimum descrip-
tion length principle (Fayyad and Irani 1993). The class variables of the predic-
tion models are discretized using expert judgement (and different discretization
principles are explored), and the features are discretized to minimise the entropy
of the class given the feature. The conditional entropy of the class given an
observed variable is

H(C|V ) = −
∑
v∈V

P (v)
∑
c∈C

P (c|v)log(P (c|v)) (3.1)

where P (v) is the probability of each value of the feature V , and P (c|v) is the
conditional probability of each value of class C given feature V .

This discretization approach maximises the predictive power of the models,
and in Paper I, helps identify the variables that may have the strongest effect
on the variable of interest. It has to be noted, however, that feature selection
like this that looks at the mutual information between just two variables can fail
if there are interaction effects (Murphy 2012). This is a potential problem with
the models of Paper I as well, as it is possible that a feature is only informative
given another, confounding, feature.

Paper V uses causal ecosystem models, which are in turn calibrated with em-
pirical data, to simulate a large amount of data under different future scenarios.
These simulated data were used to learn the parameters of the BN model, and
they allow a robust assessment of even rather complex CPTs. It has to be noted
that as the data originate from models and not nature, it is already a simplifica-
tion of the real system. The simulated data are discretized into intervals of equal
width for easy communication to decision-makers and stakeholders.

When discretizing the variables using expert judgement such as in Paper V,
the amount of available data must be taken into account, as unrestricted distri-
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butions have a high number of free parameters, and therefore require a lot of
data to be estimated robustly.

As a comparison, the probability density function of a k-dimensional Gaussian
distribution is

p(x|µΣ) = 1
(2π)k/2|Σ|1/2 exp

(
−1

2(x− µ)T Σ−1(x− µ)
)

(3.2)

where µ ∈ Rk is a k-dimensional location vector and Σ ∈ Rk∗k is a k · k
-dimensional variance-covariance matrix, which is a symmetric positive definite.

As the variance-covariance matrix is symmetric, the number of free parame-
ters in it is

df = k(k + 1)
2 (3.3)

Therefore, fully defining a Gaussian joint probability distribution over k vari-
ables takes k(k+1)

2 + k parameters.
In an unrestricted, discrete joint distribution, the number of free parameters

is

df = jk − 1 (3.4)

where k is the number of variables and j is the number of discrete bins in each
variable. As the distribution is unrestricted, the probability of each combination
of variables can freely take any value (subject to normalisation) except for the
last one which is determined so that the total probability sums up to 1.

Therefore, the number of parameters to estimate increases fast as the number
of bins per variable on one hand, and the number of parents of any given variable
on the other hand increase. This means that a lot of data are needed to estimate
these parameters reliably. In Paper V, the data originated from simulation runs of
ecosystem models, and this large data set allowed the discretization to a relatively
high number of bins.

When learning continuous conditional probability distributions from observa-
tional data as in Papers II–III, simplifying assumptions need to be made, typically
that the variables are Gaussian and the associations between the variables lin-
ear. These assumptions allow for better generalisation from sparse data. If these
assumptions hold, modelling the domain using continuous variables may be the
best option (Nojavan et al. 2017). The price of this is that they are not able to
fit nonlinear responses, which may be a problem in ecological research. Incorpo-
rating hidden variables into the models (as done in Papers II and III) introduces
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Table 3.1: Properties of the BN models included in this thesis
Paper Structure Data
Paper I ML several algorithms Discretized (entropy minimization)
Paper II Expert judgement Continuous (Gaussian)
Paper III Expert judgement Continuous (Gaussian)
Paper V Expert judgement Discretized (equal interval)

more flexibility and therefore also more complexity to the model. However, if the
data distributions are not well-behaved, or the associations between the variables
are nonlinear, discretizing the variables may be advisable.

3.3 Finding the graph structure and parameters

Bayesian network graph structure can be either expert-judgement-based (usu-
ally causal) or derived from data through machine learning algorithms, which
commonly are either constraint-based, using conditional independence tests to
identify the dependence structures of the data; score-based, using goodness-of-fit
scores; and hybrid algorithms that use both (Scutari et al. 2019). Models in this
thesis have both machine learning and expert judgement based structures, and
continuous and discretized data (Table 3.1).

Paper I explores different algorithms for finding model structures from data.
The explored algorithms are the PC algorithm (Sprites et al. 1993), the score-
based Greedy search-and-score algorithm, using both Akaike and Bayesian infor-
mation criteria, and tree-augmented Naïve Bayes (Friedman 1997). Additionally,
the Naïve Bayes structure was tested as well, but it does not require structural
finding.

The PC algorithm begins with a fully connected model and removes arcs that
can’t be justified based on conditional independence measured through partial
correlation. If an arc is removed in error early in the process, the error is likely
to cascade. The PC algorithm works well with small models with large data, not
so well with large models with moderate data (Korb and Nicholson 2011).

The greedy search algorithm for learning the structure of a Bayesian network
(Chickering 2002; Scutari et al. 2019) searches through the possible network
structure and returns the structure with the highest score. This implementation
ignores the missing data, which is rather suboptimal for the present data set.
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Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature k

Class

Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature k

Class

. . .

. . .

a)

b)

Figure 3.1: a) Naïve Bayes classifier. Class is the parent of all features, and the
features are assumed to be d-separated given the class. b) Tree-augmented Naïve
Bayes. A maximum of one additional parent is allowed for each feature.

Tree-augmented Naïve Bayes (Figure 3.1b, Paper I) is an extension of a Naïve
Bayes (NB) (Figure 3.1a) model structure, usually used as a classifier. The
Naïve Bayes classifier is structured so that the class variable is a parent to all
the features, and there are no other arcs between the model components. This
structure strongly reduces the parameter space and allows for robust assessments
of all CPTs of the form P (feature|class). The lack of arcs between the features
imply that the features are independent (d-separated) given class, a simplifying
assumption giving rise to the word naïve in the name. Despite their naivety, NBs
perform well in many classification tasks. The probability distribution for the
class variable is easily computed by applying the Bayes rule, for each possible
state of the class:

P (ci|x1, . . . , xk) = P (x1, . . . , xk|ci)P (ci)
P (x1, . . . , xk) = P (x1|ci) · . . . · P (xk|ci)P (ci)

P (x1, . . . , xk) (3.5)

where ci is the ith state of the class variable and x1, . . . , xk are the observed
features.

TAN models relax the assumption of feature independence by allowing a
maximum of one additional parent for each feature. This makes the classifier more
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realistic through capturing the key correlations between the features while still
keeping the parameter space small and therefore, the model robust. In Paper I,
the TAN models were found using the Chow-Liu algorithm (Chow and Liu 1968).
The Chow-Liu algorithm searches for a TAN model structure that maximises
the likelihood of data given the model structure. This is done by computing the
mutual information of all the possible edges given the class variable, and selecting
the edges with highest mutual information.

There are also approaches that use Bayesian metrics, i.e. find a model that
maximises the probability of the model given data. However, there are two
difficult tasks in this: computing the scoring metric P (model|data), and searching
the exponential model space.

Cooper and Herskovits’s K2 (Cooper and Herskovits 1992) was the first at-
tempt at learning Bayesian networks structures over discrete variables. It is
based on computing the metric P (hi|data) for individual hypotheses hi by brute
force through turning the problem into a combinatorial counting problem (which
restricts it to discrete models. This method assumes that the samples are i.i.d.,
there are no missing values in the data, the causal factors don’t interact with
each other, and there’s a uniform prior over the hypothesis space. Under these
assumptions, counting P (hi|data) becomes polynomial, but there is still the issue
of exponential space of hypotheses. Assuming that we know the temporal/causal
ordering of the variables reduces the hypothesis space.

Structural learning may be useful for systems that are not well-known but
for which ample data exist (Chen and Pollino 2012), but a hybrid approach in
which expert judgement is used to restrict and/or guide the structural finding
may still be better (Alameddine et al. 2011; Julia Flores et al. 2011). In ecology,
there is often a wealth of information about the ecological relationships based
on ecological theory, observations from different areas, etc., while the complexity
and dynamic nature of the systems makes it difficult for algorithms to find an
accurate structure (Chen and Pollino 2012). In these cases, expert judgement
may be the best approach to model structure finding. Expert judgement based
model structures are used in Papers II, III, and V of this thesis.

In Papers II–III, the model structure was based on ecological knowledge about
the interactions between the ecosystem components. When discussing feeding in-
teractions, ecologists talk about top-down and bottom-up effects: roughly speak-
ing, top-down refers to the regulation of prey population by the predator, while
bottom-up refers to the regulation of predators by the availability of prey. These
effects are simultaneously in play in ecosystems, and it may be difficult to con-
struct a model with sufficient temporal and spatial resolution to cover them, not
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to mention that data are rarely available to estimate these effects. Therefore,
Paper III explored replacing a local top-down model structure of Paper II with a
bottom-up structure in the relationship between zooplankton and zooplanktivo-
rous fish. This improved the predictions, but did not make a radical difference to
the model interpretation. Model parameters, i.e. the conditional probability dis-
tributions, of all models are found using the EM algorithm described in Chapter
2, after the model structure has been decided.

3.4 Decisions and utilities

Bayesian network models can be complemented with decision options and scenar-
ios as well as utilities (benefits or costs) related to different states of the system.
Decision options differ from random or chance variables by the fact that they are
assumed to be completely controlled by the person using the model; i.e. there is
no uncertainty or randomness related to the value of the decision variable, but
its value can be selected freely. Decision variables can be e.g. the treatment
administered to a patient, a policy option that is chosen on a societal level, etc.
Decision variables typically affect the chance variables in the model, e.g. the
patient’s health metrics or the ecosystem state.

In Paper V, climate scenarios were treated as decision variables. This choice
was made to enable the evaluation of the future development in the first place.
Models that describe the current status of a system are usually built to present
the full joint probability distribution over the modelled domain, i.e. to show
the full probability distribution of the variables over all possible combinations
of the variables being modelled. In future scenarios this is not usually possible,
however: there is an exponentially large number of potential future pathways,
making it impossible to take them all into account. The climate projections and
management options present only a few, selected scenarios among all the possible
climates, nutrient loads and fishing mortalities. Therefore, the model must not be
viewed as a representation of the joint probability distribution over the system’s
future.

Utility nodes encode the utility (benefit or harm) that results from the states
of the system. If these utilities were all measured in the same units, e.g. in
money, the model can be used to compute the decisions that maximise the overall
expected utility, taking into account the probabilities of each outcome and their
utilities, and if some variables are instantiated (their values are known), the effect
of this knowledge on the expected utility can be taken into account.
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The decisions, scenarios, and utilities of Paper V model were selected to be
relevant for the management discussion of the Baltic Sea. The scenarios were
selected to be in line with the climate change and nutrient scenarios that are
often used in the Baltic Sea management research, to be able to contribute to
this discussion. The utilities were based on the EU policy goals outlined in
the Marine Strategy Framework Directive, and in the case of economic benefits,
straightforward profits of the fishery. The utilities are not measured in the same
units: while the fishery can be appraised based on its profits, there is no monetary
value associated with reaching good environmental status. Therefore, the model
is not used to rank decision options based on expected utilities.



Chapter 4

Probabilistic prediction of indicator
value

Environmental indicators are increasingly used to reflect the status of the marine
environment (Berg et al. 2015; Heiskanen et al. 2016; Shin and Shannon 2010;
Teixeira et al. 2016; Uusitalo et al. 2016). Typically, they reduce the status of
a selected ecosystem component, i.e. some value on a continuous scale, to two
classes, acceptable and unacceptable; this gives the managers a quick view on
which aspects of the ecosystem need improvement.

While the current indicator status indicates whether the ecosystem compo-
nent is in an unacceptable state, it does not contain information on which issues
have driven it to that state. Typically, a large variety of environmental factors
can affect the state of any other ecosystem component, and studies are needed to
understand the ecological interactions between the multiple components. How-
ever, the scarcity of data and the complex shapes of interactions can make this
difficult. In Paper I, we evaluate different Bayesian classifiers to see how well
they can predict two environmental indicators’ status. The coastal fish abun-
dance indicators are challenging, since there are a multitude of factors that are
identified to potentially affect the coastal fish abundance, and data on them are
sparse.

To do this, we fit a series of Bayesian network based classifiers (Friedman
et al. 1997) to environmental indicator data in order to understand which envi-
ronmental factors predict the indicator outcome (Paper I). The data are rather
sparse, meaning that it is impossible to fit any statistical models that require full
data sets as even imputation would have been difficult for the sparsest variables.
The data consists of continuous variables such as water salinity and species abun-
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dances. The data analytic challenge is that the data availability varies between
the features: some are available all through the geographical and time span, some
are available only for some years and/or areas. Therefore, an analysis framework
that can cope with missing data is required in order to analyse these data to-
gether and get an idea of their relative importance. Robustness is required in
order to avoid overfitting due to the sparsity of data (n=186).

Paper I evaluates the different structure finding algorithms mentioned in
Chapter 3, namely the PC algorithm, greedy search, and tree-augmented Naïve
Bayes (TAN), and additionally Naïve Bayes for which the structure is fixed.
Model selection criteria are the predictive accuracy of the created models and
expert validation of the model linkages. The TAN models were the best models
in the light of these two criteria and were analysed in more detail. The superi-
ority of TAN in this case is likely to stem from the fact that the TAN structure
is restricted enough to guide the structure learning process to avoid overfitting
to the sparse data, while still allowing for the correlations between the features
and hence avoiding double-counting of strongly correlated features.

Bayesian classification methods such as Naïve Bayes and tree-augmented
Naïve Bayes perform soft classification, i.e. they produce the probability that
the class variable is in any given state rather than producing a maximum a pos-
teriori estimate (Liu et al. 2011). Paper I uses three performance metrics to
evaluate the behaviour and goodness of the models. Error rate and area under
curve (AUC) (James et al. 2013; Murphy 2012) are based on the MAP interpreta-
tion of the posterior distribution, while entropy reduction assessment is based on
the probability distribution of the prediction. AUC and error rate evaluate how
well the models predict the indicator value overall, while entropy reduction can
be used to analyse which features have the highest predictive power in relation
to the class.

Analysing the entropy reduction and the breakpoints found by the entropy
minimisation discretization can provide insight to the ecological interactions of
the studied system. Spurious correlations, missing confounders, and other issues
related to the causal interpretation of the models do not affect the predictive
accuracy, but the location of the breakpoints and the relative strength of the
interactions (as measured through entropy reduction) may, however, bring ad-
ditional insight to the system and help create hypotheses that can be tested in
other areas and with new data sets.

An additional analysis that could provide insight to the robustness of these
analyses and potentially help ecosystem managers would be to beach the models
with data originating from some of the geographical areas, and use these models
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to predict the indicator values for the other areas. This would give insight to
whether the models are generalisable within the northern Baltic Sea. If they
generalised over different sites across this area, that would be highly useful in-
formation to managers who could, to some extent, extrapolate the fish indicator
values based on the other, more easily monitored environmental variables. Fur-
ther, experimental fishing effort could be targeted to areas where the indicator
value prediction is the most uncertain, and therefore the entropy reduction gained
from the new data the largest.
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Chapter 5

Dynamic Bayesian networks for
detecting ecosystem change

As discussed in Chapter 1, environmental data of temperate ecosystems are often
composed of yearly observations, and therefore the number of data points can be
just tens of observations. These data are used to fit parameters of models that
describe the relationships between ecosystem components, such as predator-prey
dynamics. Usually the whole time series is used to fit the curves, implicitly
assuming that the relationship has stayed the same along the whole time series.
However, anthropogenic stressors change ecosystems, and this assumption may
not hold. The change in the functional responses may, however, be difficult to
identify from the relatively short and noisy time series.

Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN) with hidden variables (HV) provide one
avenue to detect concurrent changes among multiple such functional responses.
Hidden variables are set up as parents of all or a subset of variables in a dynamic
BN model. The latent, non-observed HV fits to the noise in the relationships,
and if the fit of the functions changes so that the residuals have a pattern, this
is reflected in the HV, causing it to have a pattern instead of just a steady noisy
signal. Therefore, DBNs with HVs enable the modelling of non-stationary pro-
cesses (Murphy 2012). Different set-ups of HVs enable the detection of changes
in different parts of the modelled system (Papers II–III).

In Papers II–III, Dynamic Bayesian network models with hidden variables
are fitted to the food web data of the Gotland Basin in the central Baltic Sea.
No such models have been explored previously in the Baltic Sea, despite the fact
that the Baltic Sea ecosystem features relatively good data on its comparatively
simple food web. Paper II evaluates how this model type performs on the Baltic
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Sea data and whether such models could be used for detection of ecosystem shifts,
while Paper III continues this work to evaluate the effect of the amount of data
as well as different structures of the core model.

Paper II builds the model structure for the central Baltic Sea food web based
on expert knowledge (Figure 5.1). The model structure reflects the scientific
understanding of the key components of the food web and their interactions.
The model structure was created using expert judgement instead of structure
learning from data to leverage the knowledge accumulated in marine science in
general and in Baltic Sea research in particular, and also since current methods for
learning hidden variables require experts to choose a fixed network structure or
a small set of possible structures (Friedman 1997). The model structure includes
the predator-prey relationships between the fish species and zooplankton as well
as the dependence of cod recruitment on reproductive volume, i.e. salinity and
oxygen conditions in the Central Baltic Sea. Fishing-induced mortality of the
three fish species is included. The model includes the juvenile stages of the fish
species, i.e. the 0- and 1-year-old individuals of all three species, and additionally
the 2- and 3-year-old individuals of cod. After these ages, the juvenile fish are
assumed to mature and join the spawning stock biomass (SSB). The juvenile
stages for which there are no data are marked with dashed bubbles in Figure 5.1.

The dynamic model is defined in one-year time steps. The spawning stock
biomasses of the three fish species are autoregressive, since they consist of in-
dividual fish that live many years. Each young age class of fish are modelled
separately until they reach maturity and join the spawning stock; they exhibit
temporal dependency so that the k year old fish are k+1 years old in the following
time slice, until they reach maturity and join the spawning stock at age 2 (her-
ring, sprat) and 4 (cod). The rest of the variables are assumed not to directly
depend on variables in the preceding year, although they may exhibit tempo-
ral autocorrelation due to the fact that variables affecting them are temporally
autocorrelated.

It is clear that also other variables and processes can affect the ecosystem
dynamics, but have not been either identified or on which no data exist. To
examine this possibility, three versions of the model were built with different
sets of generic hidden variables (Friedman 1997; Kwoh and Gillies 1996): A
model with one generic hidden variable, linked to all other variables in the model
("generic HV"); a model with two semi-generic hidden variables: one that is
linked to all cod variables (cod fishing, all cod life stages) (the "cod HV"), and
another similarly linked to all sprat and herring variables (the "clupeid HV");
and a model with both the generic HV and the clupeid and cod HVs.
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Figure 5.1: One time-slice of the expert knowledge based model for the Central
Baltic Sea food web. The hidden variables are not shown. Figure reproduced
from Paper II.

Hidden variables in these models relax the inherent assumption of model
fitting that the data arises from a stable distribution - the hidden variables,
serving as parents for some or all of the observed variables, effectively allow
for the conditional probability distributions of the children given the parents to
change, fitting to the residuals of these data fits. However, as the HVs are linked
to, and therefore must fit to the residuals of multiple variables, this restricts their
values and prevents overfitting of the hidden variables to explain all the variance
or noise of the parent-child relationship. Therefore, if a pattern is observed in
a hidden variable, it implies a pattern of model fit residuals in those observed
variables it is linked to. This way, we can detect synchronous changes in the
functional forms of relationships between the observed variables.
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Figure 5.2: The temporal patterns (mean + sd) of the hidden variables in the
three model versions of Paper II. Figure from Paper II.

The three models were parameterized using the available data. Since EM
learning is prone to getting stuck in local optima, the parameterization was run
100 times for each model, selecting the model with the lowest log-likelihood.
The models were evaluated to see whether the hidden variables can detect the
Baltic Sea regime shift (Alheit et al. 2005), and whether there are differences
between the models. The analysis shows that hidden variables are indeed able
to detect the regime shift based on these relatively few data. This is in line with
the observations of Trifonova et al. (2019), Trifonova et al. (2015), Trifonova et
al. (2017), and Trifonova et al. (2021) that DBNs with hidden variables can be
useful in detecting patterns in changing ecosystems. The patterns of the HVs
(Figure 5.2) were consistent across the different model versions, although the
variance was much larger in some model versions.
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Setting multiple hidden variables to monitor different parts of the ecosystem
can help pinpoint the change to specific parts of the ecosystem. For example,
the HV pattern in the model with only one generic HV (Figure 5.2a) exhibits a
steady rise in the 1980s and a downward turn since 2000, whereas in the model
with the generic HV, the cod HV and the clupeid HV (Figure 5.2d-f) the generic
HV exhibits the increase in the 1980s, but not the decrease in the 2000s, while
the clupeid and cod HVs exhibit a clear decrease in the 2000s. This implies that
the decrease of the 2000s is focussed on the cod. However, including multiple
HVs carries an elevated risk of overfitting the hidden variable, so care must be
taken. The DBN models are transparent, allowing the examination and critical
assessment of all the model components and model fits. The causal nature of
the model structure together with this transparency makes the models useful in
better understanding the ecological interactions and their changes.

Paper III continues exploring and developing the models of Paper II, evalu-
ating the amount of data needed for making reliable assessments, and the future
prediction abilities of these models. Further, alternative model structures, in-
cluding a Naïve Bayes model with the hidden variable as the class variable, are
explored (Figure 5.3). If there are multiple plausible expert-judgement-based
model structures, it becomes crucial to understand whether the model structure
has a strong effect on the inference. Therefore in Paper III we fit a model with
reversed links between these fish and zooplankton and examined a zooplankton-
specific HV. In addition, we fit a Naïve Bayes model in which the hidden variable
is the class, and other variables features.

In Paper III, we examine whether different model structures affect the mod-
elling result. While the DBN model allows the explicit representation of feedback
loops between the variables, the one-year time step is still so long that some of the
ecosystem components interact during that time, and the question remains how
those interactions should be modelled. One such interaction is between plankton-
feeding fish and zooplankton, which can be argued to affect each other within
one time step, and ecosystem experts could argue to have the parent-child rela-
tionship between these variables either way: either so that the fish affect (reduce)
the zooplankton biomass through eating zooplankton, or that the zooplankton
biomass affects the growth and survival of the fish through food availability (Fig-
ure 5.3d). How this is modelled changes the d-separation properties of the model,
so the change has an effect on how the model parameters are evaluated.

We fit all of these models both with an increasing amount of data, and with a
moving window of the same amount of data to examine how the amount of data
affects the predictive power and learning the HV patterns. We show that with
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(b) Model M1: 1 generic HV (GenHV)
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(c) Model M2: 2 HVs (FisHV and ZooHV)
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(d) Model M2r: 2 HVs (FisHV and ZooHV)
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Figure 5.3: Alternative model and HV structures evaluated in Paper III. Figure
reproduced from Paper III.
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just a small amount of data, the HV estimation is uncertain, but with more data,
they all stabilise to more or less the same pattern (Figure 5.4). This indicates
that the exact model set-up may not be critical to the results. This is good news
for modellers, as identifying the "correct" model structure may be impossible. It
is found that the different model structures don’t make a major difference for
the predictive accuracy of the models. The model M2r (Figure 5.3d) HVs have
a lower variance than those of the model M2 (Figure 5.3c). The patterns of the
fish HVs were similar in both models, while the ZooHV shows a clearer stepwise
change in the model M2r while its patterns in model M2 is more zig-zagging with
higher variance (Figure 5.4b-c).

When the models are used for future prediction (Paper III), the uncertainties
increase rapidly and the models don’t therefore offer useful predictions beyond
the insight that prediction of a complex system without using any "forcing" vari-
ables, such as setting scenarios for the physical features such as temperature, is
highly uncertain. The different models are compared in terms of their predictive
accuracy, and the Naïve Bayes model predicted the future slightly better than
the more complex, and arguably more realistic, models. In the context of feature
selection, it’s been shown that prediction-optimal feature selection doesn’t result
in model selection consistency, i.e. the feature set that performs best in cross-
validation is not the true feature set (Meinshausen and Bühlmann 2006; Murphy
2012). Therefore, best prediction ability must not be interpreted as being the
sign of the model being closer to the true model than others.

Multiple improvements could be made to the family of Central Baltic Sea
DBN models presented in Papers II–III. Higher-order time lags, spanning over
more than one time step, could be experimented with to see if they help with the
predictions due to the multiannual cycles of the fish individuals, which have now
been carried through the time slices in the model structure. Reliable parameter
estimation would, however, need more and more data as the model complexity
grows (Murphy 2002), which is likely to be a practical hindrance to this avenue.

Sáez et al. (2015) present probabilistic methodology to detect and visualise
changes in data distribution, based on incrementally estimated posterior Beta
distribution of the Jensen-Shannon distance, a symmetrized and smoothed ver-
sion of the Kullback-Leibler divergence. They demonstrate the method with pdfs
of individual variables, while the shift detection in ecological time series might
require monitoring multiple variables at the same time, due to the often large
error and variability in the data in comparison to the shift amplitude. It would
be interesting to compare their approach to the DBN-HV approach.
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Figure 5.4: The HV patterns in the different model versions of Paper III, when
an increasing amount of data is used. Figure from Paper III.
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In this work, the HVs detecting the ecosystems shift were modelled as con-
tinuous variables. Binary or trinary HVs could be explored to see if the system
seems to have just two or three alternative ecosystem states, as done by Trifonova
et al. (2021).

Currently the DBN model is just one spatial unit, representing the Central
Baltic Sea. Additional areas could be added to a spatially explicit DBN model
(Trifonova et al. 2015; Trifonova et al. 2017; Trifonova et al. 2021).

Currently the DBN models assume that the observations are error-free, i.e.
what is in the data is the true situation in nature. This is not likely to be true.
The models could be improved by implementing an observation model, in which
the observed value is dependent on, but not the same as, the modelled value
in the system. Adding this observation model would increase the number of
latent variables considerably, increasing the risk of overfitting (Murphy 2012).
This could potentially be remedied by careful selection of priors, and as the
observation uncertainty would explain some of the random variation, it might
improve the model fit.
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Chapter 6

Environmental decision support

A central aim of data science is to process data into a form in which it provides
true and useful information for the purposes of various types of decision making.
In environmental management, the evaluation of different management options is
challenging due to the holistic nature of the decisions, i.e. that any management
decision is likely to affect multiple parts of the ecosystem, and any ecosystem
component is likely to be affected by multiple decisions. As ecosystems are
complex and include processes on very different spatial and temporal scales,
different parts of the socio-ecological system are usually studied using different
models and analyses. Further, uncertainty estimates are often not available for
these results (Schuwirth et al. 2019; Yates et al. 2018).

Paper IV discusses the nature and practical intricacies of assessing uncer-
tainty especially when building metamodels that use other models’ results as
their input, as a review of these methods was lacking despite the need for them
in environmental management related modelling. The review covers the use of
expert judgement, model emulation, sensitivity analysis, temporal and spatial
variability in the model outputs, the use of multiple models, and statistical ap-
proaches for assessing uncertainty related to the output of deterministic models.
There is no single method that is the best for all purposes of uncertainty estima-
tion, but the best way depends on the source models and the amount and quality
of information available to the modeller.

Expert judgement is by definition subjective to some degree, but it can be the
best approach if there are only small amounts of data from the studied system,
but scientific understanding about the study topic (e.g. species, habitat) exists.
There are also numerous methods for helping to elicit the expert judgement (see
e.g. Morgan and Henrion 1990; O’Hagan et al. 2006; O’Hagan 2012).
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Model uncertainty or sensitivity analyses are based on evaluating what the
model results would be if some parameters or starting values of the model would
be different but within a reasonable range (Chu-Agor et al. 2011; Saltelli et al.
2010; Tomassini et al. 2007). If the model’s outputs vary widely due to these
changes, it can be concluded that there is higher uncertainty about the model
results. The uncertainty can be roughly quantified through experiments with the
key parameters, but a thorough assessment requires a large number of model runs.
Sensitivity analyses can be combined with expert knowledge to get the benefits
of both approaches. Model emulators, low-order statistical approximations of
the original models, can be used to reduce the number of model runs required in
sensitivity analysis. They are often based on gaussian processes, and have been
used particularly with very complex models such as climate models.

If the model gives predictions in space or time, this variability has some-
times been used as a proxy for uncertainty of the model’s results so that model-
predicted spatial and/or temporal variability is used as a proxy for the uncer-
tainty (Lehikoinen et al. 2014). This method does not require any additional
model runs, and it is easy to understand for people not familiar with proba-
bilistic modelling, which may be an advantage in decision support modelling.
However, this approach requires that attention is paid to making sure that the
spatial or temporal variability indeed corresponds to the quantity that is being
modelled in the decision support model.

If multiple, independently developed models over the same system are avail-
able, comparing their results can give valuable insight to the uncertainty related
not only to the model parameters as with sensitivity analysis, but also to the
structure of the model, i.e. which variables are included into the model, how
they are assumed to interact, etc. If all of these models are built by trained pro-
fessionals who know their trade, yet the results differ largely, it can be concluded
that there exists major uncertainty about the process.

Finally, statistical or data-based approaches can be used when enough data
exists from the studied system or systems that can be assumed similar enough.
Pollino et al. (2007) combined expert judgement with data so that they weighted
the elicited estimates by the experts’ confidence through equivalent sample size,
when learning the conditional probability distributions from data.

Paper V demonstrates a real-life case of an international, interdisciplinary
environmental management problem and presents a first iteration of a BN model
emulator to provide unified decision support. Sectoral management that focuses
on just one aspect of the environment has proven to be insufficient, and more
holistic ecosystem-based management has been proposed as a solution (Curtin
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and Prellezo 2010). This, however, requires modelling and data analysis ap-
proaches that are able to process and integrate data in different forms and dif-
ferent temporal and spatial resolutions. Paper V demonstrates that BNs are a
good tool for integrating model results operating on different scales, presenting
the related uncertainties, and hence supporting ecosystem managers in mak-
ing holistic decisions. Causal BNs also allow for counterfactual, "what-if" types
of scenario evaluations and diagnostic analysis (Kelly et al. 2013; Pearl 2010).
Paper V presents a BN for the Central Baltic Sea that integrates results from
multiple models, studies and disciplines, and accounts for uncertainty stemming
from multiple sources, such as model selection, model projections, and uncertain
future scenarios. The model focuses on a timely question in European marine
management, namely, whether and under which circumstances and management
decisions both sustainable economic growth and good environmental status can
be attained. The study system is the Central Baltic Sea and its eutrophication
and commercially exploited fish stocks. As eutrophication operates largely on
chemical and physical levels, and fishery on higher trophic levels, these processes
are difficult to model adequately in one system simulation model. The developed
BN therefore integrates results from three climate models, two biogeochemical
models, a biomass-dynamic food-web model, and a bioeconomic fishery model.
The model brings together results from the best available models that predict
the responses of the socio-ecological system to a set of climate scenarios and
management alternatives (Figure 6.1). The model can be simultaneously seen as
a model emulator for the set of models included, and a decision support system.

This BN harmonises and summarises the results of selected management op-
tions on environmental status (both eutrophication and fish abundance) and
society (fish catches and fisheries economics). The model consists of model em-
ulators for two different biogeochemical models, which predict the nutrient and
chlorophyll a concentrations in the sea based on climate and nutrient input sce-
narios, and being forced by different climate models, as well as a model emulator
for a food web model that predicts the biomasses of various species (including
the economically relevant fish species) based on scenarios of nutrient loading,
climate, and fishing intensity. In Figure 6.1, the scenarios and other control vari-
ables appear in the top row, and the model predictions of the nutrient, chl-a,
and fish abundances and catches, below them. The model predictions of the
abundances are transformed into binary variables (further down in Figure 6.1)
that encode whether these environmental states adhere to the definition of good
environmental status or not. These variables give the probability that the eco-
logical variable, e.g. the nutrient concentration, is in good environmental status
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Figure 6.1: The model emulator / decision support BN model. Figure from
Paper V.

as defined by European legislation. These probabilities are based on the best
available uncertainty estimates, created through Monte Carlo simulations of the
food web model, and different starting conditions of the biogeochemical models
(forms of sensitivity analysis as discussed above).
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Assessment of uncertainty of the model projections is an important, but un-
fortunately often overlooked, aspect of environmental modelling and particularly
future projections and decision support (Beest et al. 2020). This issue has been
recognized by the research community: Meier et al. (2019) reviewed and identi-
fied 14 different sources of uncertainty in scenario simulations of biogeochemical
models, and Saraiva et al. (2019) found major uncertainties in the Baltic Sea bio-
geochemical model projections driven by different climate models. Beest et al.
(2020) review how uncertainty is presented in Baltic Sea decision support models,
and encourage better documentation of uncertainties and their communication to
stakeholders. Bayesian networks offer a transparent and mathematically rigorous
way to incorporate uncertainties into the decision support model, and a graphical
tool to communicate these results, as we demonstrate in Paper V. In Paper IV,
we acknowledge the difficulty of coming up with good uncertainty estimates, and
propose a practical way of moving forward. I acknowledge that the uncertainty
estimates generated in manners proposed in Paper IV are not likely to be perfect
in the sense of capturing the true uncertainty of the phenomenon in question.
It may also be hard to obtain uncertainty estimates that are comparable across
the different models or domains that are evaluated together in a decision sup-
port model. If this is the case, the results need to be presented with sufficient
care, communicating clearly that they are not fully quantitative. Even in this
case, inclusion of the imperfect uncertainty estimates is better than the "ostrich
strategy" of burying our heads in the sand and pretending the uncertainty does
not exist. Again, Bayesian models offer a natural and elegant solution to the
assessment and communication of (potentially cascading) uncertainties. While
graphical presentations such as bar charts and interactive visualisations help com-
municate probabilities and uncertainties, communicating uncertainties stemming
from lack of knowledge remains a challenge (Spiegelhalter et al. 2011).

Chen and Pollino (2012) note already in 2012 that BNs are increasingly being
used to integrate multiple issues and system components and utilise information
from different sources. While the basic concept of the BN model emulator (Pa-
per V) is straightforward, there are multiple tricky issues that need to be solved
in order to present the results in a meaningful and fair way. These issues include
scaling the results of the individual models into the same scale (e.g. fish catches
or biomasses can be represented per unit area or per the whole sea) and making
sure that the shared variables (such as the management scenarios) are indeed de-
fined in the same way in all parts of the model. If these prerequisites are not met,
the results may be incomparable and therefore useless for management. This is
naturally the case also if these models are presented in different scales and with
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differently defined variables outside of a unified model emulator. To make sure
that the results are meaningful, the data selection and treatment, as well as the
results presentation, need to be done in close collaboration with domain experts.

In addition to these challenges, the assessment of uncertainty of the different
model components can be very difficult (Papers IV–V). Blair et al. (2019) list
a number of sources of uncertainty: the underlying data sources, the choice of
model(s), model structure and parameterization, initial conditions and assump-
tions for model runs, model sensitivities to small changes, and scenarios. In
Paper V, we did our best to come up with good uncertainty estimates for the
model components. However, the uncertainty estimates are based on different
types of evaluations: in the biogeochemical models, the uncertainty estimates
stem from the ensemble of two different models (Blair et al. 2019), different
starting conditions, and different climate models that are simulated, while on
the food web model side, there is just one model, but it is, on the other hand,
evaluated through making thousands of model runs and varying its parameters.
Both of these approaches have their strengths, but they are not directly com-
parable. We could argue that the biogeochemical model uncertainty assessment
scheme focuses on structural uncertainty, i.e. how much the different models
differ, while the food web model uncertainty assessment focuses on parameter
uncertainty, i.e. how much effect the assumptions on the model parameters have.
Both of these are also affected by the differences in starting conditions. Perhaps
due to these practical challenges, these kinds of models are still relatively rare.

A valuable aspect in BN models is that they can be improved part by part
without an overhaul of the entire model. The model in Paper V could be improved
by adding the estimates coming from another food web model, in order to evaluate
the structural uncertainty on that part. This was not done as such models are
very labour-intensive to make and therefore are not readily available, but the
Atlantis model developed by Bossier et al. (2018) could be evaluated for its
fitness to this purpose. The uncertainty estimates of the biogeochemical models
could be improved to include parameter uncertainty - but on the other hand, as
was shown in Paper V, there was a major discrepancy between the two models’
projections so this issue might need some further elaboration before digging into
parameter uncertainties of individual models. Additional utility nodes could be
added to account for an even wider range of values the ecosystem state has,
such as the coastal residents’ experienced value of the fish stock abundance and
eutrophication level.
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Conclusions

As noted in Chapter 1, ecological data are often relatively sparse, and describe
a complex, adaptive, and potentially changing system. Even a long continuous
observation will mean only tens or maybe a few hundred observations, a small
number for many machine learning applications. Further, as ecosystem structures
and the interactions within them are changing due to anthropogenic pressures,
the data from decades or centuries ago may not be representative of the current,
let alone the future, ecosystem. This is an issue that has received less attention
than it deserves, perhaps due to the discouraging message that we may be even
worse at predicting the future and the ecosystem responses to changes than we
would expect. This situation calls for robust, uncertainty-explicit data analysis
that allows the inclusion of different data sources and accuracies as well as the
integration of knowledge accumulated through other means such as experiments
and comparisons to other geographic areas.

The data scientific challenges of this thesis are focused on the analysis of
sparse data on complex ecosystems. The sparseness comes in the forms of missing
observations in a time series of observed variables, and as important variables
missing altogether from the data. The ecosystem from which the data arises
is rather complex compared to the available data, with potentially changing
interactions on multiple spatial and temporal scales. Understanding such systems
based on data requires collaboration between data analysts and domain experts
in order to guarantee both the methodological soundness and domain-specific
relevance. Data science has developed to respond particularly to the challenges
of big data, meaning data with large size and/or high variety, velocity, value,
and/or complexity (Kaisler et al. 2013). While the data sets in this thesis are
not big in size or velocity (quite the opposite), the complexity of the systems
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from which they arise, and hence the implicit complexity of the data sets, means
that their analysis can benefit from data science methods.

When data are sparse, but scientific knowledge on the research topic is avail-
able, Bayesian methods are a good choice, as they allow transparent use of prior
knowledge as well as simulation results from other types of models as part of the
analyses (e.g. Korb and Nicholson 2011). This makes them a natural choice for
environmental data analytics, reflected in their increasing popularity in the field
(Aguilera et al. 2011; Anderson et al. 2021). On a more philosophical note, if
and as the aim is to evaluate the uncertainties related to a unique event such as
the ecosystem status, Bayesian interpretation of probability is the one to go for,
as frequentist statistics don’t allow probabilities related to unique events. This
thesis evaluates different flavours of Bayesian networks for different data analy-
sis tasks, namely classification (Paper I), modelling (Papers II–IV), and decision
support (Paper V).

Machine learning is only ever as good as the data used in the analyses. Mod-
elling uses augmenting information such as earlier scientific knowledge gained
from other areas, knowledge about physical and biological processes, etc., to
mitigate this shortcoming. Yet, it is often the case that there are relatively am-
ple data on common or economically important species, but fewer data on more
obscure elements of the ecosystem, which may nevertheless be crucial in respect
to the ecosystem processes. Overcoming this challenge requires interdisciplinary
work between the modellers and ecologists.

When complex computational methods are used on data from other domains,
there is always a risk of misunderstanding and miscommunication due to different
traditions and vocabularies of the disciplines. Scientists may fail to communicate
relevant aspects of the work across the discipline gap, e.g. what is expected of
the data and what is its reality. For example, the data may be biased in a way
that is self-evident to the ecologist but not understood by the modeller, such as
that data are collected only when organisms are expected to be present and the
abundance distribution in the data doesn’t therefore reflect the distribution in
nature. These kinds of communication issues may lead to suboptimal or outright
erroneous models. Interdisciplinary scientific work requires a learning process on
the levels of individuals, disciplines, and types of knowledge, and it takes time
(Haapasaari et al. 2012), but can lead to new advances in science (Grenci et al.
2019).

Ecological modelling often aims not only to increase knowledge, but also to
ensure the sustainable management of the ecosystems. The management de-
cisions may affect the income and opportunities of businesses and individuals.
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Therefore, transparency and accountability are needed to build trust between
the model providers and various stakeholder groups (Haataja et al. 2020). The
systems need to be understandable, explainable, and verifiable (Fjeld et al. 2020;
Haataja et al. 2020) on all steps of the process from data collection and data sets
(Hutchinson et al. 2021) to algorithms and their application (Kim and Doshi-
Velez 2021).

Bayesian networks are showing their strength for different tasks of environ-
mental data analytics. Elegant handling of missing data, explicit and rigorous
handling of uncertainty, and the possibility to use prior scientific knowledge and
data together in analyses in a transparent way are strong advantages for Bayesian
analysis for environmental data that often contain missing values and are scarce.
The use of prior knowledge is a powerful addition to solving problems for this
kind of data. This emphasises the point that the data analysts must be willing
to work closely with domain experts and learn to understand the basics of the
domain and the problem being solved, as the domain experts need to be will-
ing to understand the fundamentals of the data analyses. This is the essence
of interdisciplinary science. This thesis contains examples of different flavours of
BN-based analyses that can help make sense of the relatively sparse data that are
available for large portions of environmental science and management problems.
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